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Annie’s group:
● Make sure that your organizational mission aligns with the community that you are

serving and with their needs.
● Volunteer other organizations that might be a better fit for the partner if your

organization isn’t the right fit.
● Look closely at your own organizational capacity to assess if you can adequately serve

the partnership.
● Clarity of goals with your partner so they understand what you are offering.
● Listen to your partner, and see where there might be alignment.
● Be accountable to your end of the partnership and what you have agreed to deliver.
● Start small and let the branches grow over time.
● Pitching ideas and opening dialogue.
● Identifying a common need when approaching new partners.

Vinny’s group:
● Making sure that your intentions and goals are clear with your partner at the outset.
● Making sure to meet your stakeholders/folks in leadership roles who know the

community and can help connect you with the right people.
● Hindsight is 20/20 so thinking about things you might do differently moving forward and

how that can apply to future partnerships.
● Making sure you aren’t entering as the “expert” but remaining open to learning what this

community needs/wants/has an interest in.

Jade’s group:
● Establish trust with the partners.  Let them know you are available and dependable.  Be

on time and responsive.
● Good communication and establishing connections.  In-person conversations are useful

in communicating ideas and goals.
● Have an introductory meeting to get to know each other, and a close-out meeting which

allows partners to see what can be improved.
● Goals and responsibilities should be clearly communicated.  Communicate at the

beginning of the program and adjust and update throughout the program if necessary.
● Speak to staff at different positions/levels to get to know what they need.
● If virtual programs are being introduced, see if technology issues are being addressed.



Lynda’s group:

● Keep showing up and following through— even when new to a community -- this action
connects you to and makes you part of the community.

● Spend time in the community to get to know them.

● Ask sincere questions and listen to the community members.

● Be curious about the community, what is already there, what needs they feel they have,
what might be missing that is not evident and how you might be able to assist in filling
that need.

● Find out communities needs, wants, desires, and find ways either in your own
organization or by partnering with others to meet those needs if possible.

● Be willing to say ‘yes’ and find ways to make things work for the program. Creative
problem solving.

● Volunteer in order to understand and become a member of the community — to get
authentic insight into needs, interests, and less visible opportunities.

● Enter the community through art(s) to build connections through the artform.

● Look at how the community is connected to the larger community and how that might
support your programming ideas.

● Ask questions, listen and act on promises and expectations in a timely and personal
way.

Julie’s group:
● Start with the people who are already welcoming and inviting you on board; see where

those relationships can go.
● Roll with everything, talk with everyone who is willing to talk with you; be open-minded

about what these connections might lead to.
● Find the people who are going to support you - they can become a home base to

support you.
● Ask others about their needs and speak up about your own needs for your role; see

how you can help each other.
● Be curious about who people are.
● Be comfortable with who you are.
● When necessary, ask for help.  Find a professional to help you - someone with more

skills, competencies.
● Don’t come in saying - “I know how to do everything perfect.”
● Don’t live in your own narrative, seeing self as alone.
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● Show up and be vulnerable, with the things that aren’t impressive.  Own your own story
and imperfections, in that way everyone can see humanity in each other.

● Be attuned to cultural differences: it may be necessary with some groups to show up in
person or with a direct phone call, not rely on email.  Different cultures may require
different kinds of trust-buildin.
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